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Abstract: Problem statement: The purpose is to analyze the organizational culture notion in relationships of co-operation in international business and management era. Approach: Public policies of government can strengthen or weaken the fiduciary culture. A political institution may be a good predictor of a quality constitution that prevents wasteful conflict among elites. Results: Also conflict between a firm, the community, new social movements and the role of government where the external political and social networks of the firm, mainly governmental agents and political actors, who play an important role will be discussed. Conclusion: Also facilitators to understand the repercussions of the inter-relationships between corporate cultural norms and practices and the community cultural norms and practices will be studied.
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INTRODUCTION

Most scholars would not argue that organizational culture is a source of competitive advantage for firms\(^5,82,85,86\). In a rapidly changing environment, organizations constantly change goals and seemingly confront corporate cultural conflicts. We know hierarchical structure and cultural institutions are components of organizations\(^21\) so Understanding the culture in which a conflict occurs may clarify the assumptions, values and norms that reflect the intentions or motive of how the things are done\(^22\). The opposed values in two different economic, social, political or cultural systems are regarded as conflicting. Culture is an ideological and political arena\(^35\) where takes place competition over determination of meanings and contestation of weak groups who resist the imposition of meanings.

Culture as an ideological and political factors lies in the basic structure of economic and social organization and relations in “continual competition over the determination of meaning” an intensely “contested area where the weak groups attempt to resist the imposition of cultural norms and other symbolic values which bear the imprints of the dominant groups”\(^413\). Economic growth may be the result of an institutional complementarity with the right balance between pro-society culture and private initiative driven by self interest. The economic history confirms that self-interest is the superior driving force to pro-society culture.

Identifying organizational culture dimensions: O’Reilly et al.\(^45,76\) developed an organizational culture profile using the Q-sort method on 54 value statements obtained through an extensive literature review. They identified seven dimensions of organizational culture, including innovation, outcome orientation and respect for people, team orientation, stability, aggressiveness and attention to detail. Denison and Mishra\(^77\) identified three dimensions of culture: Adaptability of the organization, mission/goal orientation and employee involvement and participation. In his extensive study of organizational culture, Hofstede\(^26,78\) reported six dimensions: Process oriented Vs results oriented, employee oriented Vs job oriented, parochial Vs professional, open system Vs closed system, lose control Vs tight control and normative Vs pragmatic. However, he did not relate these dimensions to either antecedents or consequences of organizational culture.
Cheng\textsuperscript{[79]} examined organizational culture values in Taiwan. His interview study revealed nine cultural dimensions, some being unique to the Taiwanese business context. Comparing his findings to Peters and Waterman’s\textsuperscript{[80]} findings, he considered these to be emic (unique to Taiwan) dimensions: Uprightness and honesty, social responsibility, performance orientation and neighborhood harmony. To compare the differences in values between two generations of workers, Liu\textsuperscript{[81]} developed a framework of cultural values (i.e., harmony, loyalty, bureaucracy, equality and security) based on interviews and surveys.

Schein defined organizational culture as ‘a pattern of basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered solid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems’\textsuperscript{[82,86]}. In accordance with this definition, values that enhance the organization’s capacity for internal integration and external adaptation should be useful for the firm, including firms in contexts undergoing restructuring and facing major changes in legal, social and economic institutions, such as those in China. Guided by Schein’s definition, Xin et al.\textsuperscript{[83]} identified ten attributes of organizational culture in Chinese SOEs. Six dimensions relate to the internal integration function (employee development, harmony, leadership, pragmatism, employee contribution and fair rewards) and four dimensions to the external adaptation function (outcome orientation, customer orientation, future orientation and innovation)\textsuperscript{[84]}

**Cultural assimilation in globalization era:** Firms as societies and communities have different cultures or ways of life. Cultural differences play a role in causing conflicts in business settings which can result in a reconfiguration of social and economic relations. Cultures of different societies have been characterized\textsuperscript{[37]} by measuring the prevailing basic social values on key dimensions\textsuperscript{[54]}

While traditional communities and societies have more strong and differentiated cultures, modern societies have more fragmented and are becoming more homogeneous cultures, although it cannot said that they have a common culture\textsuperscript{[11]}. On the interface of two cultures takes place considerable reciprocal borrowing and learning on the two different ways of doing things ushering in an evolutionary convergence. From the reciprocal borrowing and learning can follow an eventual integration of divergent cultural practices and values. However, a negative convergence of corporate cultures may be the cause of reciprocally influence each other and developing conflicts during the process of a controversial cultural assimilation.

More recently, academics renew the debate over the ‘convergence-divergence’ thesis in relation to the issues of corporate culture/corporate governance/management models\textsuperscript{[66]} and the debate on cultural assimilation. National cultures with individual autonomy and egalitarianism correlate positively with better firm’s governance because they facilitate an effective balance of power. Uncertainty avoidance, power distance and masculine cultural values have a significant negative relationship as the necessary condition associated for a form of governance across countries, although the value systems may be biased towards Western values and culture centered on the balance of power in the high levels of corporate hierarchies\textsuperscript{[9,11]} and negotiation processes\textsuperscript{[8]}. The basic value system of Schwartz\textsuperscript{[53-55]} considers cognitive factors, such as egalitarianism but not altruism or self-transcendence, in a controversial cross-cultural economic analysis, thus missing the dominant structures of economic behaviors\textsuperscript{[37]}. The major cultural value dimensions, hierarchical, collectivist, pro-self and individualist\textsuperscript{[70]} have a distinctive set of assumptions.

**Cultural affects on economy:** According to Mittelman\textsuperscript{[30]}, globalization is “a historical transformation in economy and cultural diversity”. Globalization is the idea of making the world act like a huge country. Globalization affects this world and the people in this world in many ways. Globalization affects the economic status of a country. It has indeed weakened the position of poor countries and exposed poor people to harmful competition.

Globalization is the strategy of liberation that becomes an economic nightmare for the poor. The poor countries disintegrate and worsen via trade and investments. Even if the world co-operates and acts as one country, the richer always gets to say what happens. For example, United States is a country that is one of the richest in this world. They influence globalization to their own advantage, harming the economic and cultural issues of the rest of the world. They might be concerned about some countries, but not most of them. For example, the Saharan countries is mid-Africa is not getting any attention from the “giants” of this world. Poverty is increasing which proves that globalization has become a dominant factor in producing poverty. The effects of globalization leading to poverty maybe due to competition among different workers or foreign investment. Workers from different viewpoint of the world are different. If they compete against each other, surely the workers with
more facilities, which are from the rich countries, will win the competition

The interplay of different ideological, socio-economic and institutional orientations in a dynamic process of social and cultural forces within an organization may exchange cultural values, norms, traits, regulations and converge into a common hybrid, new, modern signified corporate culture.

Culture is no stranger to economics. Institutional economics[67] and new institutional economics[62] take culture into economic analysis, although they differ with the mainstream economics on the standing of cultural values. Cultural effects on economy have been carried out in innovation, efficiency, equity and objectives. There is a causal connection between cultural values and governance systems. Dimensions on perceived national cultural differences lead to a profile of nations in adherence to governance norms. Cultural values determine the economy in democratic countries where people have political rights[50]. Triandis[67] marked the relationship between Hofstede’s cultural values and economic growth.

Organizational culture and conflicts in international convergence and divergence: The conflict over the highest economic and political goals is one of the most impenetrable barriers to convergence and probably the most persistent among and within nations[31]. On the negative side of cultural convergence, socio-economic systems can reciprocally ‘contaminate’ each other.

A hybrid convergence between different socioeconomic and cultural systems is a dynamic process that selects cultural values and institutions that are redefined an innovated which Berger[6] posits as ‘alternative cultural globalizations’. Mexican-born managers trained in United States, Britain or Canada’s management schools are culturally hybrids who behave on the peripheries of two cultural entities of the Mexican way versus the Anglo Saxon way.

Convergence of culture may lead to cultural innovations. Cultural hybrids may be agents of cultural innovations in international business settings although they may be victimized by suspicion and distrusted. Studies on the contrasting influences of altruistic culture support the finding of a balance between the self-transcendence dimension and private innovative driving forces as a new insight into economic governance theory. Altruistic culture as an instrument is driven by philanthropy or the influence of social norms more than values compatible with social recognition as the cultural factor. In late medieval Europe, the culture of altruism was expected from officials in duties.

Norms and values of altruistic culture are determinants of economic governance and corruption. Corruption reflects a culture of low altruism among the civil service officials. Culture in corruption has two roles[60], with more variation in the propensity to punish corrupt behavior than in the propensity to engage in corrupt behavior across cultures, which indicate the different cultural factors, norms and values independently functioning in society. Behavior that has been inconsistent with culture might not be defended publicly and culture has been internalized to become a value.

Because democratic culture is not a sufficient determinant of democratization and collective action[63] so political culture maybe less important than altruistic culture. The culture of checks and balances in a society[44] dictated by public interest bear the related culture of bureaucrats and politicians which is transformed into a set of presumptions, values, norms and rules to organize and manage governmental organizations and agencies.

Chan et al.[15] call this dynamic process as evolutionary convergence. Conflict is the precondition that sets in motion the evolution of a new, integrated, fused, signified corporate culture. Convergent evolution draws cultural values of two or more societies closer together which may result in the loss of their distinct cultural identity and thus in identity crisis[75]. Cultures and cultural identity are increasingly fragmented and fractured subject to transformation across different practices and positions.

Corporate organizational culture and international relationships: The impact of culture in the corporate environment and its positive effects are becoming increasingly important. Human organizations are influenced by human behavior and cannot be simply and predictably added together. Culture is pervasive variable affecting business. Culture arises endogenously through shared experience, is path dependent and idiosyncratic. Corporative culture is a characteristic of organizations, not of individuals[25]. Much of corporate culture research is questionnaires administered to large numbers of members of a few organizations[14,28,45,56,76] or ethnographic observation of interactions in organizations[4,48,60] making it difficult to draw firm conclusions.

There is a great deal of debate these days about corporate culture and its impact on the long term performance of a firm. Culture developed in an organization through joint experience over long periods of time, allow an organization’s members to coordinate activity tacitly without having to reach agreement.
explicitly in every instance. Two or more cultures can merge through processes of cultural amalgamation into a single new culture containing old elements and new elements of all cultures involved. With all the partnerships and restructuring going on in organizations these days, clashes between different cultures are inevitable. An analysis of corporate cultures is a critical tool in the evaluation of future performance and governance.

Firms are driven by their own kind of corporative culture deliberately expressed through a variety of forms. The impact of culture in the corporate environment is becoming increasingly important and the impact of corporate culture on an economic, social and political environment can have profound implications in real world markets. Corporate culture has received less attention from economic approach than from organizational researchers. On an economic approach, culture is an efficiency-improving asset in which firms can invest. Culture rules are socially understood solutions to multiple equilibria of the uncertainties of behavior.

Conflicts in international relationships: Conflict as a fundamental phenomenon arises in all organizations that can potentially threaten core organizational processes. Organizations develop distinct conflict cultures. There are some factors that might predict conflict culture strength in organizations. Conflict cultures have a potential impact on organizational outcomes and influence on task and interpersonal conflict and health outcomes. Conflict cultures are facilitated through both top-down processes such as leadership and organizational structure and bottom-up processes such as the role of individual level attributes, such as personality, demographics and values. Top-down factors affect the development of dominating, passive-aggressive, avoidant and collaborative conflict cultures.

At the crossroads of change, corporate culture in Mexican organizations is one of the main causes of conflict. Conflicts between firms and communities are commonly perceived as the effect of cultural differences can occur at structural level due to the socio-economic, politico-ideological and legal set-up of the firm and at the individual level due to attitudes, personality, mind-set and other idiosyncrasies of the proprietors, managers and inhabitants of communities. Conflicts can be functional or dysfunctional, or both, to organizations.

Language constitutes a large part of the shared understanding held by organizational members playing an important role of conflict in corporate culture. Researchers have found the connection between culture and group’s language which reflects group members’ shared understanding and representation of the world. Shared understanding among organizational members usually comes about through shared experience and process of socialization.

The soft area of corporate culture has been neglected by most organizations by blending the needs of business and diversity of the work place which has left behind as long as there are results. Corporate cultural practices of collective punishments and rewards and open or closed communication directly promulgate social and political external networks of the firm to benefit or damage the welfare of an entire community. These relationships are mediated by the respective corporate and community cultural norms of cooperation and conflict. Differences in more elaborate forms of corporate culture result in potentially greater conflict.

Conflicting cultures may cause inefficiencies in corporate alliances with communities, nongovernmental organizations, new social movements, governments and other important actors of civil society and government. Cultural conflict often plays a role in producing merger failure. Differences in culture between two organizations are largely responsible for failures in performance. In handling cultural conflict, informal rule is the dominant type of enforcement in Japan while legal enforcement is the more accepted way in the US.

Webber and Camerer experimented allowing subjects in firms to develop a culture during the period of merging of two firms and found that subjects overestimate the performance of the merged firm and attribute the decrease in performance to members of the other firm rather than to conflictive situations created by conflicting culture. Conflicts are unexpected because the difficulties to measure differences in culture. These researchers found that cultural conflict contribute to the failure of corporate mergers and suggests that cultural conflict and coordination failures between firms are underestimated. It also can be hypothesized the cooperation failures due to cultural conflicts between firms, communities, new social movements and governments are most likely to fuel conflicts. Weber and Camerer found evidence of conflict and mistaken blame arising from the differences in culture, pointing to a possible source for the high turnover rate following mergers.

People living in communities do not give up their old ways or blend to a firm’s corporate culture with different values, customs and histories without a struggle.
The issue of the need to coexist with other economic agents and social and political actors despite the cultural divergence deals with far better across businesses, communities, different levels of government, new social movements with different cultures to bridge the cultural divide formally or informally.

**Culture and international business:** Any theory of corporate culture frame values, beliefs and meanings that enable an organization to endure, adapt and transform itself are the primary source of motivated and coordinated activity. Functionalist explain the persistence of corporate culture by analyzing the functionality of some elements that resolve co-operation and coordination problems and enhance economic efficiency. The functionalist approach to corporate culture try to understand the persistence of culture by isolating and examining elements from the standpoint of functionality such as how a particular firm's culture enhances co-operation or conflict relationships with other economic agents and social and political actors such as the community, new social movements and the different levels of government.

National cultures are linked to institutional structures of national business systems. The origins and evolution of institutions requires an understanding of cultural differences. International business has traditionally interpreted the term culture to mean national cultures exclusively and has emphasized differences among nations as a central, unique focus of the field. This focus is particularly evident in international business research distilling national cultures into a small number of universal dimensions. Hofstede[26,78] has warned against applying national culture dimensions to subnational levels. This research has long been criticized for oversimplifying complex cultures, generalizing from a limited number of firms, assuming that culture and social structures are static and ignoring within country heterogeneity.

When national average characteristics are used to predict or explain the behavior of individuals, groups of firms, the relatively low amount of variance explained by the cultural values in many studies underscores the existence of the many other forces besides national culture which determine the behavior and attitudes of individuals in societies[32]. Culture is considered to be a general shared social understanding, resulting in commonly held assumptions and views of the world among organizational members[56,60,71]. Rousseau 1990. Hall and Soskice[23] conceive culture is of “a set of shared understandings and available ‘strategies for action’”.

**Culture and corporate culture:** Cultures are more than language, dress and food customs. Cultural groups may share race, ethnicity, or nationality, but they also arise from cleavages of generation, socioeconomic class, sexual orientation, ability and disability, political and religious affiliation, language and gender.

Lazear[36] defines culture as the shared expectations and patterns of behavior among individuals. Culture are “codes” path dependent developed by organizations to help coordinate activities[3] in an efficient manner and facilitates efficient economic exchange[36]. Cremer[17] defines culture as “the part of the stock of knowledge that is shared by a substantial portion of the employees of the firm, but not by the general population from which they are drawn”. The organization responds to outside messages in a coordinated manner, which is less costly when the stock of shared knowledge is greater, because of less time needed for communication.

Also, Schein[82,86] defined culture as: A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group earned as it solved its problems of external adoption and internal integration that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems. Corporate culture is defined as the pattern of shared values that define appropriate attitudes and behaviors and establish what is important for organizational members[25,44,49,59].

Corporate culture explains differences, unintended misperceptions and conflicts considered as irrational and incomprehensible behaviors of organizational members in terms of their unconscious basic assumptions taken for granted. However, there is nothing irrational about cultural basic assumptions which evolve because they are precisely adaptive and rational and act as the glue that binds the culture together.

Corporate culture is one of the contextual and process variables that may influence diverse group functioning in addition to culture. Contextual factors of organizations influence diverse group behavior[72]. Basic assumptions in culture evolve within a context and operate below awareness affecting decision-making processes in situations outside the context in which had evolved and for which they are maladaptive as Schein[82,86] explains: “If we understand the dynamics of culture, we will be less likely to be puzzled, irritated and anxious when we encounter the unfamiliar and seemingly irrational behavior of people in organizations and we will have a deeper understanding not only of why various groups of people or organizations can be so different but also why it is so hard to change them”.
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Corporate culture summarizes the collective characteristics, norms, behaviors and values of an organization’s members which are different insofar members differ°. Chan et al.\[12\] describe corporate culture referring to the values, beliefs and principles that serve as a foundation for an organization’s management system and the set of management practices and forms of behavior that both exemplify and reinforce those basic principles. The principles, practices and forms of behavior have meanings for the members of an organization and represent strategies of adaptation and change while interacting with its environment.

Corporate culture is shared socially constructed and is transmitted across organizational generations and contains multiple layers\[28,41,46,52,59,82,86\]. Corporate culture involves a ‘process of identity construction during the ongoing interaction between the culture in question and its environment’\[49\]. Multiple backgrounds and characteristics shape individuals’ and organizations’ identities, perceptions, attitudes and behaviors that strongly influence the operations of firms. The corporate culture is described by the environment, values, heroes, rites and rituals and the cultural network\[61\]. Leadership is a key antecedent to corporate culture originated by the organizational founder and reinforced by the vision and actions of the organization’s senior leaders\[46,60\]. Schein has said that:

“If we are leaders who are trying to get our organizations to become more effective in the face of severe environmental pressures, we are sometimes amazed at the degree to which individuals and groups in the organization will continue to behave in obviously ineffective ways, often threatening the very survival of the organization”\[82,86\].

High centralization is positively linked to the development of passive-defensive corporate cultures which are characterized by norms that allow little control over the employees’ work lives\[16\].

Many conceptions and measures of corporate culture focus on broad values, norms and assumptions as they relate to many aspects of organizing and more specifically namely the shared assumptions, values and norms that develop in organizations for managing conflict. As Wilson\[74\] recounts “The predispositions of members, the technology of the organization and the situational imperatives with which the agency must cope tend to give the organization a distinctive way of seeing and responding to the world”. There is a relationship between the corporate culture and the conflict resolution communication approach used within an organization.

Corporate culture and conflicts in co-operation between a firm, community, new social movements and the role of government: The discussion of cultural basis of conflict management advance arguments for the existence of organizational conflict cultures. The concept of cultural conflict applies also to organizational subcultures and in conflict cultures, subcultures may exist\[40,64\]. Schein\[82,86\] recognizes that subculture conflict to is related to group membership, when he states that “Ambiguity and conflict also result from the fact that each of us belongs to many groups so that what we bring to any given group is influenced by the assumptions that are appropriate to our other group”

Intergroup conflict constantly threatens the ability of both domestic and global firms to operate efficiently, cooperatively and fairly. The degree of conflict management varies according to the competitive or cooperative nature of group conflict management styles. Organizations develop norms for whether conflict is managed actively in a prosocial, cooperative manner or passively in an antisocial, competitive manner\[92\].

The normative way to manage conflict is referred to as distinct conflict cultures which minimize individual variation in conflict management styles. In management of organizations, norms are critical for organizational functioning. Kolb and Putnam\[14\] argued that conflict norms tend to arise from the corporate culture. Conflict management norms develop and constrain individual variation in larger organizational units. Norms are linked to corporate cultures as compared to formal and officially sanctioned roles and procedures found in grievance systems.

Context factors, such as industry, community context and societal culture shape the development of corporate culture and the formation of distinct conflict cultures. Corporate culture is one of the potential contextual factors that may influence group processes\[65,72\]. The contextual factors reduce or facilitate the main effects of group diversity on intragroup conflict. Corporate culture moderates group diversity and intragroup conflict\[13\]. There is empirical evidence that group diversity can lead to high intragroup conflict\[29,48\].

Organizations can manage diversity by emphasizing some particular cultural values to improve overall group functioning. Chuang et al.\[15\] consider that the relationship between group diversity and intragroup conflict can be moderated by the strength
and the content of corporate culture. They proposed that corporate culture value congruence reduce the positive effects of visible diversity on task-related conflict and functional background diversity on relationship conflict. Both organizational cultural value congruence and culture content moderate the relationships between diversity and intra-group conflict. Corporate culture value congruence focuses on the degree of value similarity among organizational members and does not address the content of cultural values.

Chuang et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} propose that organizational cultural intensity and content have a direct impact on intra-group conflict and moderate the relationship between group diversity and intra-group conflict, depending on the degree of value congruence and the value content shared among group members. They argue that both corporate culture intensity and content have an impact on the work group functioning of diverse groups, depending on the degree of intensity and the cultural content embedded in the members in the workplace.

Diverse groups tend to have high degree of task related and relationship conflict\textsuperscript{[29,48]}. Diverse groups embedded within the corporate culture shared among members may reinforce or suppress group or individual values to shape group processes. A diverse group embedded within an organization with high cultural value congruence may have some effects and take advantage of the benefits of diversity on intra-group conflict, which may be facilitated by corporate culture and are contingent on the degree of cultural value congruence and cultural content shared among group members.

Tsui et al.\textsuperscript{[65]} contended that consistent corporate culture as a social category and as an attractive psychological group provides social identity for individuals in such a way that it is likely to supersede other bases of an individual’s social identity. The notion that culture serves a powerful social control function limits the range of acceptable behavior which restricts individual differences in organizations is critical in many theories of organizations. Corporate culture is a social control system that shapes individual’s behavior\textsuperscript{[44]} and has significant influence on the functioning of diverse groups.

The social and political conflict has arisen because the main actors, the firm and the community have different objectives, organization structures and cultures. The results of the conflict between the corporate culture of the firm and the community culture can be analyzed under a dialectic process of conflict, as a precondition for even a brutal collision or confrontation, between two different sets of values. Out of the dialectic of competing cultural values in a cultural dynamics of reciprocal learning and adaptation, a positive convergent hybrid corporate culture emerges. The social dynamics of human interactions is a developmental process of action and reaction or thesis and antitheses that emphasizes change and stresses a state of ‘dynamic equilibrium’. Cultural convergence in business and communities settings may take a more static and unilinear forms without necessarily undergoing any fundamental qualitative change in relationships between them\textsuperscript{[12]}, which can be in a state of dynamic equilibrium until newly emerged conflicts tip the balance in favor of either party.

A firm that practices Western corporate culture type and an aggressive business strategy in a Mexican traditional community encounters resistance.

Corporate culture of parent firms located in North American countries like United States and Canada is characterized according to Chan et al.\textsuperscript{[12]} by Western liberalism, procedural justice, transparency, individual accountability, self motivation, loyalty, creativity, role interchangeability, meritocracy, non-discrimination and so on. Western corporate culture enhances entrepreneurs’ preoccupation with techno-structure, science, rationality, rationalism and profit-motive, thus ignoring the human side of production. But at the same time the Western corporate culture have some attractive attributes of Western management as humanism, equality, meritocracy, autonomy, creativity and respect.

Any analysis of cultural differences and conflicts is by necessity an analysis of circumstances under a dialectic perspective. Foreign managers of a foreign firm are eager to operationalize and institutionalize their vision of Western corporate culture in total disregard of the local cultural peculiarities and social-psychological and cultural elements specific to the economic environment of Mexico are essential ingredients of social conflicts and is bound to run into trouble. According to the theory of “fields”, or organized social spaces\textsuperscript{[7,20]}, collective actors produce a local culture that defines social relationships of cooperation and conflict to legitimate the power structure within a system of dominance.

There is not a common ground such as cultural similarity to use a problem-solving strategy instead of a legalistic strategy\textsuperscript{[38]}.

Cultural globalization in the Mexican context demonstrates clearly just how such a resistance on the part of a traditional rural community may come about. The community is over-protective of its own traditional values that emphasize the ethnocentric collective interests, the strong feelings of nationalism and encourages communication between individuals and
with other new social movements in subdued style of expression and not mindful of the exactness of the information received, but always disclosed to the whole community, often misinterpreting the cultural differences, misunderstanding and widening the social-psychological distance. In highly collectivistic and uncertainty avoidance cultures, conflict avoidance corporate cultures might be more effective. Passive-aggressive conflict cultures manage conflicts through passive resistance under the assumptions that competition and antisocial behavior are likely to develop in highly centralized, formalized and bureaucratic organizational structures with authoritarian or abusive leaders.

The level of development of culture affected by the patterns of interaction between firms, communities, new social movements and the role of government is an important issue that requires further research.

Williamson[23] contends that higher priority of national goals and justice requires a pro-society culture. Pro-society value supporting a fiduciary culture for government officials and citizens is a driving force shaping characteristics and setting the limit of economic development. Cultural values have effects on economic development. Pro-society value and fiduciary culture are determinants of economic development.

CONCLUSION

In a rapidly changing environment, with global economy orientation and driven by modern western business practices, conflict is present in almost all corporate cultures and the way it is resolved. The San Pedro case reflects this Mexican corporate culture reality where culture conflict is being played out in the corporate arena at several levels and at the interplay of relationships of co-operation and conflict between the firm, community, new social movements and the different levels of government. It is corporate culture conflict being played out in an environment of global changes sweeping every sphere of the market, societies and the states, from government, nongovernmental organizations and communities, the manifestation is evident in all arenas.

The firm and the foreign investors are preoccupied and have a proactive attitude self-motivated to achieve higher profits, encourage communication with government officials with informational accuracy and preciseness. The managers of the firm keep the results of negotiations with other parties and government official confidential. Dominating conflict cultures are characterized by norms and shared perceptions for conflict management that sustain an active, open competition and antisocial normative behaviors involving confrontation to win conflicts with little concern and respect for others’ feelings and points of view and There is no one-size-fits-all approach to conflict resolution, since culture is always a factor. Cultural fluency is therefore a core competency for those who intervene in conflicts or simply want to function more effectively in their own lives and situations. Cultural fluency involves recognizing and acting respectfully from the knowledge that communication, ways of naming, framing and taming conflict, approaches to meaning-making and identities and roles vary across cultures[39].

Culture is an essential part of conflict and conflict resolution. Cultures are like underground rivers that run through our lives and relationships, giving us messages that shape our perceptions, attributions, judgments and ideas of self and other. Though cultures are powerful, they are often unconscious, influencing conflict and attempts to resolve conflict in imperceptible ways.

A strong fiduciary culture is necessary for laying the foundations of society[2]. The fiduciary culture is driven either by pro-society values and norms is determinant of the accountability that mitigates the personal opportunism associated with the discretion of government officials. The fiduciary culture may be driven by either the strong norm of reciprocal altruism or altruistic value. The fiduciary culture has an influence on public hierarchy.

Best practice institutions can not be a substitute for fiduciary culture, which are more flexible, noncontextual and do not take into account complicated constraints across societies[51]. With a certain degree of pro-social culture, strengthening government officials’ fiduciary culture and citizens sacrificing self-benefit for public goods[43] transaction costs of politics can be minimized. The pro-society value and fiduciary culture explain the dynamics of the interaction among institutional capitals and influences, contributing to economic governance systems across countries[10].

Conflicts between the firm and the community arise out of each agent’s emphasis on its own rights and as a result of failures in communication between them. The argument over cultural differences between the corporate culture of the firm and the cultural values of the community, the new social movements and government couched in nationalistic terms is a highly emotionally charged issue that exacerbates the relationships resulting in a social conflict. Altruistic value evidently support or impede the governance demonstrating the causal linkage between cultural values and economic performance[37].
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